Notice – If you tear, deface, or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it and receive a new ballot.

Instructions:
To vote for a person printed on the ballot, mark (✓) in front of the person’s name. If you would like to nominate someone not on the ballot, please enter their name and mark (✓) in front of that person’s name. To properly fill this out you need to CHECK THREE individuals in ALL of the FOUR SECTIONS.

AGRICULTURE  (Vote for three)

_____ Clinton Sowder (Burlington)
_____ Beau Beyer (LeRoy)
_____ Jeremy Raaf (Gridley)

FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCE  (Vote for three)

_____ Marissa Watts (LeRoy)
_____ Nicole Lingenfelter (Gridley)
_____ Katie Rich (Gridley)

4-H YOUTH DEVELOPMENT  (Vote for three)

_____ Sarah Rice (Burlington)
_____ Bonnie Vannocker (Lebo)
_____ Lacy Lankton (LeRoy)
_____ Christina Morray (Gridley)

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT  (Vote for three)

_____ Grace Krueger (Burlington)
_____ Autumn Birk (Burlington)
_____ Shannon Sherman (Waverly)

Voter Signature  (required but will be removed after recording)